eMitter
Permanent Monitoring
The Revolution in Pest Control

In case you smell a rat:
eMitter Permanent Monitoring

The Revolution in Pest Control!
Several national and international hygiene standards for
the food industry are now demanding the abdication of
rodenticides within production facilities. Another alternative
are mechanical traps. Where rodent baits are prohibited
special live traps with online control are used for the socalled Permanent Monitoring-System. These revolutionary,
technically up-to-date modules with self-sufficient energy
harvester provide an interference-proof, intelligent sensor
network.

productive operation. It can be easily opened but is still
tamper resistant. The possibility to fill it with any kind of
lures and baits and the easy cleaning of the SWOPBOX are
convincing features. The wall adapter facilitates an easy

Permanent Monitoring:

swopping of the box in case of strong soiling. The vertical

Around-the-clock-control for live traps

mounting of the SWOPBOX encourages the rodents’ play in-

eMitter saves the user from having to check all traps in use

stinct and makes it even more attractive to them. The plastic

manually on a daily basis, which is required by law of most

aroma baits (NARA BLOC LURE), which can be held by the

countries. Instead, the bait stations are connected with the

SWOPBOX offer the benefit that neither allergens nor toxic

server via wireless technology. The traps in combination

substances exist in the working environment. Therefore,

with the eMitter-Controller enable the Permanent Monitoring,

the risk of importing foreign substances is reduced to zero.

i.e. as soon as a pest enters the trap the responsible person
will be informed via e-mail or SMS. They can now directly
head for the triggered trap and remove the animal.

World-wide deployment
The eMitter-System and the SWOPBOX are a highly efficient,
energy self-sufficient and technically up-to-date as well as

The SWOPBOX: Environmentally-friendly, convenient, safe

environmentally-friendly and are being used throughout

The eMitter-System is completed by the new SWOPBOX

Asia, Europe and the USA. Convince yourself of the latest

that can hold most types of snap traps. The SWOPBOX can

technology! We will be glad to inform you personally about

be vertically mounted to the wall which prevents it from

our offer relating the eMitter Permanent Monitoring. For

being moved or even destroyed during cleaning works or

more information please go to www.emitter.info

Operating mode of the
eMitter Permanent Monitoring:

Trap
eMitter Data base

eMitter Basic

eMitter Comfort

Trap

Trap
eMitter Data base

Your way to Permanent Monitoring
1. Trap systems

Snap trap for mice / rats

Speed Break Snap Trap

Permanent Monitoring Professional
1. Trap systems

SWOPBOX with Snap Trap

2. Technology

Repeater

3. Controlling / Monitoring

Receiver with display

Features eMitter Basic

Snap trap for mice / rats

Speed Break Snap Trap

SWOPBOX with Snap Trap

2. Technology

Repeater

Controller

3. Controlling / Monitoring

Apps for Android and iPhone

Online-Documentation

Notification via E-Mail / SMS

Features eMitter Comfort

✓ System capacity: up to 99 traps

✓S
 ystem capacity: any number of traps

✓ Interference-proof radio technology (EnOcean)

✓ I nterference-proof radio technology (EnOcean)

✓ Simple installation

✓S
 imple installation

✓ Training by qualified staff

✓T
 raining by qualified staff

✓ Notification to the receiver with display

✓C
 omplete Online-Documentation in the Data Base

✓ Easily extendable to eMitter Comfort

✓N
 otification via SMS or e-mail
✓E
 asily extendable
✓F
 ully automatic process
✓C
 ontrol and information
✓A
 pps for Android and iPhone
✓E
 asy identification by Barcode / QR-Code

6 good reasons for the use of the
eMitter Permanent Monitoring:
✓ Automatic control of the traps
by 24/7 Permanent Monitoring

✓ eMitter increases the efficiency
by different trap types

✓ Complete Online-Documentation
on the eMitter Data Base

✓ Maintenance free system
no battery replacement

✓ High transparency with regards
to intensity and nature of infestation

✓ Eco-friendly
due to non-toxic methods
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